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Abstract
Cambridge summers are long, and this provides the perfect opportunity to organise a research project.
Research projects offer crucial insights into the world of academic science that can’t be attained from the
medical course – they can also be helpful later in your career, as the experience helps in MB/PhD and
Academic Fellowship applications, and research publications and posters can gain points when applying to
hospitals for Foundation Year programmes.
Editor-in-Chief, Cambridge Medicine Journal

1. Research projects – the basics
A reasonable time for a research project is about 8 weeks
– this will give you plenty of time to settle down, become
familiar with the lab and the field, and (hopefully) get
plenty of data! There are two ways of organising projects,
organising your own, or applying for a research programme,
and they each have distinct pros and cons.
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3. Organising your own projects
2. Organised research programmes
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4. Tips for organising projects
Choosing projects – read through the websites of laboratories you are interested in to get a flavour of their work. All
labs and Principal Investigators (PI) have pages on their
institutional websites which will detail their research areas and recent publications, as well as their all-important
contact details. Read around areas that you find interesting
to find potential supervisors, and don’t be afraid of asking
your lecturers or supervisors if you enjoy particular lecture
material.
Contacting supervisors – the key is to do this early.
Some potential supervisors may not be able to take a summer student if they already have one or if there are no
vacancies in a lab, however by applying early (over the
Christmas break, for example), you can optimise your
chances of getting the placement you really want. When
applying, send a polite email to your potential supervisors
that details who you are, why you want to do a project in
their lab, whether you need funding, and what dates you
are available. Tailoring your application to their field of
research and their department, and showing that you have
an awareness of the most relevant research papers, will
help you secure your placement and help you stand out
from a group of applications.
During your placement – congratulations, you’ve got
your project! Remember to ask questions: this research
area is your supervisor’s job, and they are probably very
enthusiastic and knowledgeable. Asking questions will
help you get the most out of your project but also show your
supervisor that you are engaged and intelligent, helping
them to write you the best reference possible in the future.
Keep your lab book up to date – your lab book will
document your every experiment and thought process in
the lab. While you may remember it as well as your own
birthday at the time, this knowledge will fade with time –
your lab book is thus an invaluable tool to keep track and
refer back to when writing applications for other research
projects or PhD/academic foundation courses.
After your placement – presentations and publications
are valuable additions to your CV and can get you extra
points when applying to foundation year placements. Research is not always successful, and sometimes you can
walk away from a project feeling disheartened. This is a
good learning experience, and a fair representation of what
research is like in the real world!
Whatever the outcome, you will have learned something and this is what we are interested in at the Cambridge Medicine Journal. We publish a range of medicallyrelevant primary research papers, case studies, reviews
and perspective pieces, meaning that you can use anything
from results and data to extra-reading and literature reviews
to publish in an expert peer-reviewed journal. For more
information, see our website [7] or get in touch!
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